DVD CATALOG WINTER 2015
FICTION
Black Jack
1979, 35th anniversary ed. NR

(500) days of Summer
2009, PG-13

An offbeat romantic comedy about a woman who
doesn't believe true love exists, and the young
man who falls for her.
2 autumns, 3 winters

When French thief "Black Jack" kidnaps young
Tolly, a journey begins that includes traveling fairs,
murder and the rescue of a young girl from a
private insane asylum
Brick mansions
2014, PG-13

2013, Subtitled

Arman is 33 and ready to make a change, starting
with a run in the park. When he literally bumps
into Amélie - slightly cynical but nevertheless
lovely - on the jogging path, he's dead-set on
making a connection with her
A bear named Winnie
2004, PG

Based on the true story of a Canadian soldier,
enroute to World War I from Winnipeg, who
adopts an orphaned bear cub at White River
Ontario. It is namned Winnie (for Winnipeg) and
eventually ends up at the London Zoo where it
became the inspiration for A.A.Milne's Winnie The
Pooh stories.

An undercover Detroit cop navigates a dangerous
neighborhood that's surrounded by a containment
wall with the help of an ex-con in order to bring
down a crime lord and his plot to devastate the
entire city.
Broadchurch. The complete first
season
2013, TV

The murder of a young boy in a small coastal town
brings a media frenzy, which threatens to tear the
community apart.
Calloused hands
2013, NR

12-year-old Josh is a mixed race boy and a
promising baseball player. He is abused by his
Age of uprising : the legend of
mother's boyfriend Byrd, and neglected by his
Michael Kohlhaas
mother Debbie. He forges his own path in life
2014, Subtitled
when his estranged grandfather insists he study
In the 16th century in the Cévennes, a horse dealer for his Bar Mitzvah
by the name of Michael Kohlhaas leads a happy
family life. When a lord treats him unjustly, he
Cannery row
1982, PG
raises an army and puts the country to fire and
sword in order to have his rights restored.
Monterey, California in the 1940's. Cannery Row the section of town where the now closed fish
An oversimplification of her beauty
canneries are located - is inhabited primarily by
2012, Animated, NR
the down and out, although many would not move
A quixotic artist hypothesizes about why he feels
away even if they could.
bad when a mystery girl stands him up.

Caught

Divergent

1949, NR

2013, PG-13

It was Leonora Eames' childhood dream come
true. She had married Smith Ohlrig, a man worth
millions. But her innocent dream became a
nightmare once she realizes the truth about her
husband

In a world divided by factions based on virtues, Tris
learns she's Divergent and won't fit in. When she
discovers a plot to destroy Divergents, Tris and the
mysterious Four must find out what makes
Divergents dangerous before it's too late.

Chef

Endeavour. Series 2

2014, R

2013, TV

A chef who loses his restaurant job starts up a
food truck in an effort to reclaim his creative
promise, while piecing back together his estranged
family.

Following the young Endeavour Morse in his early
day as an Oxford police constable working with
CID, encountering Strange for the first time, and
developing the notable personality traits he would
latterly refine.

Code:breaker
2012, TV-14, Animated

Ernest & Celestine
2012, PG, Animated

An ordinary high school girl makes it her mission to
stop supernatural assassins from killing morally
corrupt people.

The story of an unlikely friendship between a bear,
Ernest, and a young mouse named Celestine.

Confession of murder

Eureka seven

2012, Subtitled

2006, TV-14, Animated

After the statute of limitation expires on the
murders he has committed, Lee Du-seok publishes
an autobiography describing all his murders in
great detail

When a giant robot crashes into his house,
Renton's time of being bored is over. He helps the
beautiful pilot, who is being pursued by the
military, and is pulled into a web of drama,
intrigue, and non-stop action.

Cuticle detective Inaba : the
complete collection
2014, Animated, TV - 14

In a world where half-human, half-animal chimeras
live and work alongside normal people, there are
sure to be a few bad apples in the bunch.
Unfortunately, half-human criminals means nonhuman clues that often leave teh police stumped.
That's where lone wolf detectives like Hiroshi
Inaba come in.

Eureka seven. Part Two : episodes
27-50
2006, TV-14 Animated

When a giant robot crashes into his house,
Renton's time of being bored is over. He helps the
beautiful pilot, who is being pursued by the
military, and is pulled into a web of drama,
intrigue, and non-stop action.
Five dances
2013, NR

The coming of age tale of an extraordinarily gifted
young dancer recently arrived in New York City.

Godzilla

Ida

2014, PG-13

2013, PG-13, Subtitled

The world's most famous monster is pitted against
malevolent creatures who, bolstered by
humanity's scientific arrogance, threaten our very
existence.

Anna, a young novitiate nun in 1960s Poland, is on
the verge of taking her vows when she discovers a
dark family secret dating back to the years of the
Nazi occupation.

Great expectations

Jack Taylor. Set 1

2012, PG-13

2013, TV

A humble orphan suddenly becomes a gentleman
with the help of an unknown benefactor.

Incorrigible boor Jack Taylor is fired from the
Garda (Irish national police) for brutality against a
government minister. His experience, some
contacts and cheap rates get him started as
private eye in all but name, assisted by his even
less law-abiding buddy, painter Sutton.

Harold's going stiff
2011, NR

Harold is suffering from a frightening new disease
that is turning him into a zombie. After an
experimental new treatment fails, Harold's
condition deteriorates and he ends up on the run
from a group of violent vigilantes who are out for
blood
Heaven is for real
2014, PG

A small-town father must find the courage and
conviction to share his son's extraordinary, lifechanging experience with the world.
Henning Mankell's Wallander. 3
2013, TV

A Swedish cop in a small town near the Baltic
coast.
Horses of God
2012, NR, Subtitled

A fictional account of the lives of the men
responsible for the suicide bombings in Casablanca
in 2003.
House of cards. The complete
second season
2013, TV-MA

A Congressman works with his equally conniving
wife to exact revenge on the people who betrayed
him.

Jack Taylor. Set 2
2014, TV

Incorrigible boor Jack Taylor is fired from the
Garda (Irish national police) for brutality against a
government minister. His experience, some
contacts and cheap rates get him started as
private eye in all but name, assisted by his even
less law-abiding buddy, painter Sutton.
Jackpot
2011, NR, Subtitled

Terrified and bloody, Oscar Svendsen awakes
clinched to a shotgun in a strippers joint. Around
him 8 dead men, and police aiming at him. To
Oscar it's clear that he is innocent. It all started
when four chaps won 1,7 million on the pools...
Jesus : the desire of ages.
2014, NR

"Jesus - The Desire of Ages" is a soft glove in a hard
hand as far as Christian movies go. It packs a
punch of theological and emotional power gloved
in all the soft, warm fuzzies that make family
viewing so enjoyable.

Joe
2013, R

An ex-con, who is the unlikeliest of role models,
meets a 15-year-old boy and is faced with the
choice of redemption or ruin.
Last tango in Halifax. Season two

Midsomer murders. Set 24
2014, TV

A veteran DCI and his young Sergeant investigate
murders around the regional community of
Midsomer.

2012, TV

Re-united after 50+ years apart, Celia and Alan
decide to marry. At age 16, Alan's late wife failed
to pass on his letter with apology for missing first
date and forwarding address.
Le week-end

Muppets most wanted
2014, PG

While on a grand world tour, The Muppets find
themselves wrapped into an European jewel-heist
caper headed by a Kermit the Frog look-alike and
his dastardly sidekick.

2013, R

A British couple return to Paris many years after
their honeymoon there in an attempt to
rejuvenate their marriage.
Marple. Series 6

Night moves
2013, R

Three radical environmentalists look to execute
the protest of their lives: the explosion of a
hydroelectric dam.

2014, TV

An elderly spinster living in the village of St Mary
Mead helps her friends and relatives solve
mysterious murders.
Marty

Noah
2014, PG-13

A man is chosen by his world's creator to
undertake a momentous mission before an
apocalyptic flood cleanses the world.

1955, NR

A middle-aged butcher and a school teacher who
have given up on the idea of love, meet at a dance
and fall in love.
Memphis Belle

Oculus
2013, R

A woman tries to exonerate her brother, who was
convicted of murder, by proving that the crime
was committed by a supernatural phenomenon.

1990, PG-13

Based on a true story about the famous plane of
World War II, the Flying Fortress, Memphis Belle is
about the crew of one of the B-17s flying their last
mission before they can go home to a hero's
welcome.
Men in war
1957, NR

During the Korean War, a battle worn Lt. and his
platoon behind enemy lines, have orders to march
to hill 465 for possible relief.

Orange is the new black. Season one
2013, TV-MA

The story of Piper Chapman, a woman in her
thirties who is sentenced to fifteen months in
prison after being convicted of a decade-old crime
of transporting money for her drug-dealing
girlfriend.

Orphan black. Season two
2014, TV-MA

A streetwise hustler is pulled into a compelling
conspiracy after witnessing the suicide of a girl
who looks just like her
Poirot. Series 13
2014, TV

The cases of an eccentrically refined Belgian
detective.
Prime suspect. Series 1
1991, TV

A female police detective investigates a series of
serial murders while dealing with sexist hostility
from her male comrades.
Rob the mob
2014, R

A Queens couple who specialize in robbing mafia
social clubs stumble upon a score bigger than they
could ever imagine, becoming targets of both the
mob and the FBI in the process.
Separate but equal
1991, PG

A dramatization of the American court case that
destroyed the legal validity of racial segregation.
Snowpiercer
2013, R

Set in a future where a failed climate-change
experiment kills all life on the planet except for a
lucky few who boarded the Snowpiercer, a train
that travels around the globe, where a class
system emerges.
Soshite chichi ni naru = Like father,
like son
2013, NR, Subtitled

Ryota Nonomiya is a successful businessman
driven by money. When he learns that his
biological son was switched at birth, he must make
a life-changing decision.

Tanta agua
2013, NR, Subtitled

Alberto, a divorced father, takes his two children
for a vacation at a thermal resort in Salto. Things
don't turn out as planned as the non-stop rain
forces them to stay indoors, away from the pools
and with no TV.
Test
2013, NR

San Francisco, 1985: Frankie confronts the
challenges of being an understudy in a modern
dance company as he embarks on a budding
relationship with Todd, a veteran dancer in the
same company and the bad boy to Frankie's
innocent.
The amazing spider-man 2
2014, PG-13

When New York is put under siege by Oscorp, it is
up to Spider-Man to save the city he swore to
protect as well as his loved ones.
The Angela Mao Ying collection
1976, R

When taekwondo strikes, A queen's ransom,
Stoner, Broken oath, The tournament, The
Himalayan
The Darjeeling Limited
2007, R

A year after their father's funeral, three brothers
travel across India by train in an attempt to bond
with each other.
The escape artist
2013, TV

A junior barrister specializes in spiriting people out
of tight legal corners.

The fault in our stars

The paradise. Season two

2014, PG-13

2014, TV

Two teens, both who have different cancer
conditions, fall in love after meeting at a cancer
support group.

The story of a young girl who works in a
department store and gets caught up in the
charms of the modern world.

The freshman

The rocket

1925, NR

2013, NR

Nerdy college student will do anything to become
popular on campus.

A boy who is believed to bring bad luck to
everyone around him leads his family and two new
friends through Laos to find a new home. After a
calamity-filled journey through a land scarred by
the legacy of war, to prove he's not bad luck he
builds a giant rocket to enter the most exciting and
dangerous competition of the year: the Rocket
Festival.

The grand seduction
2013, PG-13

To survive, a dying Newfoundland fishing village
must convince a young doctor to take up residence
by any means necessary.
The Jewish Cardinal = Le métis de
Dieu
2013, NR

The Jewish Cardinal tells the amazing true story of
Jean-Marie Lustiger; the son of Polish-Jewish
immigrants; who maintained his cultural identity
as a Jew even after converting to Catholicism at a
young age; and later joining the priesthood.
The lunchbox
2013, PG

A mistaken delivery in Mumbai's famously efficient
lunchbox delivery system connects a young
housewife to an older man in the dusk of his life as
they build a fantasy world together through notes
in the lunchbox.
The Max Linder collection
1922, NR

A pioneer of slapstick with his trademark silk top
hat and cane, this Max Linder collection has him
playing Dart-in Again (D'Artagnan), a courting
young man, a fellow who brings misfortune to
himself by avoiding bad luck situations, and a
newlywed who needs a divorce to get an
inheritance.

The Royal Tenenbaums
2001, R

An estranged family of former child prodigies
reunites when their father announces he is
terminally ill.
The selfish giant
2013, NR

A contemporary fable about two scrappy 13-yearold working-class friends in the UK who seek
fortune by getting involved with a local scrap
dealer and criminal, leading to tragic
consequences.
The strange woman
1946, NR

In 1820s New England beautiful but poor and
manipulative Jenny Hager marries rich old man
Isaiah Poster but also seduces his son and his
company foreman.
The village. Series one 1914-1920
2013, TV

Follows the residents of one English village across
the 20th century and their turbulent lives.

The wind rises

Zero charisma

2013, PG-13, Animated

2013, NR

A look at the life of Jiro Horikoshi, the man who
designed Japanese fighter planes during World
War II.

An overgrown nerd who serves as Game Master of
a fantasy board game finds his role as leader of the
misfits put into jeopardy when a new initiate
enters the group.

Thin ice
2011, R

7 boxes
2012, Subtitled

A dishonest insurance salesman's life quickly
disintegrates during a Wisconsin winter when he
teams up with a psychopath to steal a rare violin at
the home of a reclusive farmer.
Veronica Mars
2014, PG-13

Víctor receives an unusual proposal, to carry 7
boxes of unknown content through the Market
Number 4 but things get complicated along the
way.
Jubal
1956, NR

Years after walking away from her past as a
teenage private eye, Veronica Mars gets pulled
back to her hometown - just in time for her high
school reunion - in order to help her old flame
Logan Echolls, who's embroiled in a murder
mystery.
Will you still love me tomorrow?
2013, NR

A married man begins to question his sexual
orientation as he and his wife consider having
another child.
Witness for the prosecution
1957, NR

Leonard Vole is arrested on suspicion of murdering
an elderly acquaintance. He employs an
experienced but aging barrister as his defense
attorney.
X-Men : days of future past
2014, PG-13

The X-Men send Wolverine to the past in a
desperate effort to change history and prevent an
event that results in doom for both humans and
mutants.

A new foreman rejects the sexual advances of a
frustrated rancher's wife, which leads to conflicts
that could get him killed.

DOCUMENTARY
12 o'clock boys
2013, Documentary

Pug, a young boy growing up on a combative West
Baltimore block, finds solace in a group of illegal
dirt bike riders known as The 12 O'Clock Boys
1964
2014, TV Documentary

American made movie : what is your
part?
2013, Documentary

American Made Movie looks back on the glory
days of U.S. manufacturing when there was a more
balanced relationship between the goods
produced and consumed
American promise
2013, Documentary

The pivotal year that essentially ushered in the
true 1960s is explored.
About Miracles

This intimate documentary follows the 12-year
journey of two African-American families pursuing
the promise of opportunity through the education
of their sons.

2013, TV Documentary

Bee people
Four dramatic true stories about modern day
miracles.
After Tiller
2013, Documentary

After the assassination of Dr. George Tiller in
Kansas in 2009, there are a limited number of
doctors left in the country who provide thirdtrimester abortions for women.
Afternoon of a faun : Tanaquil Le
Clercq
2013, Documentary

Of all the great ballerinas, Tanaquil Le Clercq may
have been the most transcendent. With a body
unlike any before hers, she mesmerized viewers
and choreographers alike
Alaska, the world and Wally Hickel
2013, Documentary

A one-hour biography of a politician who defied
labels--a dyslexic Kansas farm boy who rose up to
become a millionaire builder, Alaska Governor and
Richard Nixon's Secretary of the Interior

2014, Documentary

Bee People is not just a documentary. It is an
adventure. Join Gregg McMahan, Colorado's own
'Bee Guru' and Tony 'Bees' Planakis, NYPD's go to
beekeeper as they share extraordinary insight and
take viewers on a ride they will never forget
Bible quiz
2013, Documentary

Mikayla hopes to win the National Bible Quiz
championship and the heart of her team captain.
Bill W.
2012, Documentary

A documentary about Bill Wilson, the co-founder
of Alcoholics Anonymous.
Breaking through
2013, Documentary

In BREAKING THROUGH, openly LGBT elected
officials - including the first openly gay US Senator,
Tammy Baldwin - share their stories of self-doubt
and triumph over multiple barriers

Brothers in war
2014, Documentary

David Brainerd : missionary to the
American Indians
2014, Documentary

Brothers in War recounts the harrowing combat
experiences of the men of Charlie Company - one
of the last American combat infantry companies to
be drafted, trained and sent to fight together in
Vietnam
Burn : one year on the front lines of
the battle to save Detroit
2012, Documentary

Explores the life and work of David Brainerd, a
missionary during the eighteenth century who
worked to bring Christianity to the Native
Americans, inspiring Christian leaders for
generations to come.
Death by China : [one lost job at a
time]
2012, Documentary

A documentary about Detroit told through the
eyes of firefighters charged with the thankless task
of saving a city that many have written off as dead
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance kid
2014, Documentary

The historical account of outlaws Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid
Campaign of hate : Russia and gay
propaganda
2014, Documentary

As most of the world moves forward toward gay
equality, Russia is seemingly heading backward.
Cosmos : a spacetime odyssey
2014, Documentary

A documentary series that explores how we
discovered the laws of nature and found our
coordinates in space and time.
Crisis hotline : veterans press 1
2013, Documentary

They served their country overseas. Now, many
military veterans must turn to the unique services
of the Veterans' Crisis Line to help with their own
personal and professional traumas at home.

In 2001, China joined the World Trade
Organization with the strong support of a
Democratic President and Republican Congress.
Before the ink was dry on this free trade
agreement, China began flooding U.S. markets
with illegally subsidized exports while the big
multinational companies that had lobbied heavily
for the agreement rapidly accelerated the off
shoring of American jobs to China.
Finding Vivian Maier
2013, Documentary

A documentary on the late Vivian Maier, a nanny
whose previously unknown cache of 100,000
photographs earned her a posthumous reputation
as one of the most accomplished street
photographers.
First cousin once removed
2012, Documentary

Acclaimed filmmaker Alan Berliner chronicles the
deeply personal story of his mother's first cousin-well-known poet/translator/professor Edwin
Honig--on his journey into the depths of
Alzheimer's disease.

Hawking
Francis: the pope from the new
world
2013, Documentary

On March 13, 2013 the world was introduced to
Pope Francis. He was the first Pope from the
Americas, the first Jesuit, and the first to take the
name Francis. Within days he had captured the
hearts of the world through his gestures of
humility and care for the common man.
GMO OMG
2013, Documentary

Today in the United States, by the simple acts of
feeding ourselves, we are unwittingly participating
in the largest experiment ever conducted on
human beings. Each of us unknowingly consumes
genetically engineered food on a daily basis.
God loves Uganda
2013, Documentary

An account of the American Evangelicals' attempts
to indoctrinate their Christian Right beliefs in
Uganda.
Good bye Tibet
2010, Documentary

Goodbye Tibet is the story of a 20,000-foot high
mountain pass on the border between Tibet and
Nepal. For thousands of Tibetan refugees it has
been their gateway to freedom - but for many it
has been a fatal gauntlet.
Half the road : the passion, pitfalls &
power of women's professional
cycling
2014, Documentary

A documentary film that explores the world of
women's professional cycling, focusing on both the
love of sport and the pressing issues of inequity
that modern-day female riders face in a maledominated sport

2013, Documentary

Hawking is the extraordinary story of the planet's
most famous living scientist, told for the first time
in his own words and by those closest to him
How I became an elephant
2012, Documentary

One girl's journey to inspire a movement. Juliette
is fourteen years old and she is on a mission to
save elephants
Jodorowsky's Dune
2013, Documentary

The story of cult film director Alejandro
Jodorowsky's ambitious but ultimately doomed
film adaptation of the seminal science fiction
novel.
Journey to the Sea of Cortez :
retracing the Steinbeck/Ricketts
expedition of 1940
2012, Documentary

In March 1940, a journey taken by John Steinbeck
and his friend, marine biologist Ed Ricketts, down
the coast of California, expanded from a trip
meant to document the creatures that inhabit the
shallow water and tide pools on the margins of the
Sea of Cortez into a large philosophical exploration
of mankind's relationship to the natural world
Life according to Sam
2013, Documentary

'Life According to Sam' is about one family's
courageous fight to save their only son from a rare
and fatal disease, progeria.
Paul Williams : still alive
2011, Documentary

A documentary about legendary songwriter and
70's icon Paul Williams.

Lost angels
2010, Documentary

Los Angeles' Skid Row is home to one of the
largest homeless populations in the United States.
And we found, inside that community, the
remarkable and enormously moving stories of
Olympic athletes, Harvard attorneys, accomplished
musicians, scholars
Luther : his life, his path, his legacy.

Peter Brook : the tightrope
2012, Documentary

Filmed with five hidden cameras, The Tightrope is
a total immersion into the creative process behind
legendary theater director Peter Brook's work
Riot in cell block 11
1954, Documentary

2014, Documentary

Vary few historical figures have affected modern
society and humanity as enduringly as Martin
Luther, and on such a global scale. This
comprehensive documentary traces the footsteps
of the great Reformer and reflects upon the places
which have become inseparably connected with
his name.

Producer Walter Wanger, who had just been
released from a prison term after shooting a man
he believed was having an affair with his wife,
wanted to make a film about the appalling
conditions he saw while he was incarcerated.
Secrets of the dead. The lost diary of
Dr. Livingstone
2014, Documentary

Moby-Dick
Herman Melville's epic tale of a fierce, obsessive
whaling-boat captain who descends into madness
and puts his crew in mortal danger is brought to
the stage in this thrilling production from San
Francisco Opera

The Lost Diary of Dr. Livingstone, follows a
pioneering American team's ground-breaking
attempts to decipher the legendary explorer's last
field diary. By digging out these forgotten diary
pages, they began an incredible journey inside the
mind of this extraordinary 19th-century
adventurer.

Mount Rainier & Mount St. Helens

Secrets of the Vatican

2013, NR

2014, Documentary

Mount Rainier and it's neighboring sister, Mount
St. Helens are two of North America's most
photographed & explosive volcanoes in the
Cascade Volcanic Arc
Pain, pus & poison

2014, Documentary

Pope Benedict made history when he announced
his resignation. In his wake he left a bitterly
divided Vatican mired in scandals.
Six by Sondheim
2013, Documentary

2013, Documentary

Dr. Michael Mosley shows how drugs have
revolutionized medicine and changed the course
of human history. Unfolding over a period of 200
years, it's an extraordinary tale of daring, selfexperimentation, revelation, genius, and outright
luck

An intimate and candid look at the life and art of
the legendary composer-lyricist.
The poisoner's handbook
2014, Documentary

In the early 20th century, the average American
medicine cabinet was a would-be poisoner's
treasure chest, with radioactive radium, thallium,
and morphine in everyday products.

The address

The rise of the Nazi Party

2014, Documentary

2014, Documentary

The Gettysburg Address is the subject of a new
documentary by Ken Burns. The documentary tells
the story of students at the Greenwood School
whose study of the Gettysburg Address brings new
understanding to the speech.

The documentary chronicles how Hitler rose to
power by exploiting the economic turmoil of the
time. Through archival film footage, interviews,
and dramatic reconstructions, it's the true story of
the rise and fall of the Nazis.

The Amish : shunned

The story of the Jews

2014, Documentary

2013, Documentary

The Amish intercuts historical analysis with
contemporary footage to provide an
unprecedented look at this highly private, little
understood, and utterly unique community whose
beliefs raise important questions about religious
liberty in American life.

It's a fantastic historical documentary made by
Simon Schama who has a great knowledge in the
Jewish history.

The crash reel

A poor runaway boy and a reluctant ambulance
driver in Karachi. Their two lives come together
through a dying humanitarian upon whom so
much of their daily lives depend.

2013, Documentary

These birds walk
2013, Documentary

Fifteen years of verite footage show the epic
rivalry between half-pipe legends Shaun White and
Tim's Vermeer
Kevin Pearce, childhood friends who become
2013, Documentary
number one and two in the world leading up to
the Vancouver Winter Olympics, pushing one
Inventor Tim Jenison seeks to understand the
another to ever more dangerous tricks, until Kevin
painting techniques used by Dutch Master
crashes on a Park City half-pipe, barely surviving.
Johannes Vermeer.
The education of Mohammad
Hussein
2013, Documentary

An intimate look at how the largest Muslim
community in the U.S. responds to the
provocations of an antiIslamic preacher
The hidden art of Islam
2014, Documentary

Explore the tradition of figurative art at the heart
of Islam with host Rageh Omaar
The hooping life
2014, Documentary

The first film that captures the origins and rise of
modern day hula-hooping a.k.a hooping

Tiny : a story about living small
2013, Documentary

Two young people decide to downsize their lives
by building a 'tiny home' on a flatbed trailer.
Too sane for this world
2011, Documentary

'Too Sane For This World' explores the challenges,
gifts and unique perspectives of 12 adults on the
autism spectrum.
Trashed
2012, Documentary

Jeremy Irons sets out to discover the extent and
effects of the global waste problem, as he travels
around the world to beautiful destinations tainted
by pollution.

Torture made in USA
2010, Documentary

Looks at the George W. Bush Administration's
implementation of torture as a means of
improving national security and prosecuting the
War on Terror, and raises the question as to
whether or not charges of war crimes could be
issued by an international court.
Unacceptable levels
2013, Documentary

Our bodies are changing, as synthetic chemicals
are becoming an everyday experience for all of us.
Every single human being on this planet is
experiencing this, as we are constantly exposed on
a daily basis to substances that our bodies have
never seen before.
Waging peace: Muslim and Christian
alternatives
2012, Documentary

This documentary explores peacemaking in both
Muslim and Christian traditions. View stories of
faith groups overcoming mistrust and hatred by
working to understand each other.
Watermark
2013, Documentary

A documentary on how water shapes humanity.
Wonder women! the untold story of
American superheroines
2012, Documentary

The history of fictional female heroes in Western
media from Wonder Woman's creation onward.
Your inner fish
2014, Documentary

Examines the many ways that our animal
ancestors shaped our anatomical destiny. Using
both the fossil record and DNA evidence, traces
various parts of the human body's structure to
creatures that lived long, long, ago.

OTHER NON-FICTION
Prokofiev: The Fiery Angel
Chaplin
2014, NR

ballet by Mario Schröder, from the Leipzig Opera ,
Leipzig Ballet
Creative travel photography.
2012

2014, NR

Valery Gergiev directs this production of Sergei
Prokofiev's The Fiery Angel from the Mariinsky
Theatre in St. Petersburg. Russian lyric soprano
Galina Gorchakova and Russian baritone Sergei
Leiferkus inspire with brilliant performances in the
two leading roles.

Presents techniques for travel photography for all
skill levels.

The Gershwins: Porgy & Bess

Dare to cook seafood basics

George Gershwin miraculously melded classical
music, popular song, jazz, blues and spirituals in
this quintessentially American masterpiece that
tells the poignant story of a crippled beggar, the
headstrong woman he loves, and the community
that sustains them both.

2013

Renowned Seattle Chef Tom Small provides the
basics of choosing, storing and preparing seafood
Death in Venice: opera in due atti,
op. 88
2010, NR

Apollonian appreciation of beauty leads to a
sensous response and to the Dionysiac abyss in
Britten's last opera.
Easy yoga : the secret to strength &
balance
2014

2013, NR

The how to guide to building a tiny
house. A comprehensive step-bystep 4 dvd series
2014, NR

Building a tiny home with your own hands may
seems like an impossible task, this 4 disc series
guides the viewer through the steps of the building
process.

Discover how yoga can come to the aid of anyone,
regardless of age and mobility, who wants to
increase strength and their sense of balance, both
critical for aging bodies.

We always lie to strangers

Elton John : the million dollar piano

Winter chickens: the down and dirty
of keeping laying hens through an
Alaska winter

2014

Music Performance
Romeo and Juliet
2013, NR

Kenneth MacMillan's Royal Ballet

2013, Documentary

Four families experience love and loss in this
gorgeous portrait of America's heartland.

2011, NR

Provides information on housing, feed, bedding
and costs, as well as tips on building a coop and a
list of supplies, equipment and helpful
publications.

